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Abstract 
Melbourne, the capital of Victoria and Australia's second-largest city, is renowned for its vibrant 

cultural scene, stunning architecture, and diverse population. Known for its high-end amenities, 

picturesque landmarks, artistic laneways, and historic buildings, Melbourne offers a unique blend of 

modernity and tradition. The city is famous for its culinary delights, world-class shopping, and 

bustling markets. Melbourne's rich cultural diversity is reflected in its numerous festivals, art 

galleries, and theaters. With beautiful parks, nature reserves, and a lively waterfront, Melbourne 

provides an ideal mix of urban excitement and natural beauty, making it a top destination for tourists 

and residents alike. 

1. Introduction 
In this PDF, you will find everything you need to know about Melbourne before visiting to explore its 

beauty. From iconic landmarks and artistic laneways to luxurious amenities and historic buildings, 

Melbourne offers a unique blend of culture and modernity. Discover the best places to eat, shop, and 

stay, along with detailed guides to the city's top parks and nature attractions. Learn about 

Melbourne's vibrant cultural scene, diverse neighborhoods, and practical travel tips to make your 

visit unforgettable. Whether you're planning a short trip or an extended stay, this guide will help you 

experience the best of Melbourne. 

2. Why Melbourne 
With friendly people, a great lifestyle and endless business opportunities, you’ll quickly fall in love 

with Melbourne. 

There are many reasons why Melbourne has been consistently rated one of the world's most liveable 

cities. 

In the 2023 Global Liveability Indexexternal link by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), Melbourne 

is ranked as the 3rd most liveable city in the world and the most liveable city in Australia. 

The EIU assessed 173 cities based on 5 major categories: stability, healthcare, culture and 

environment, education and infrastructure. 

Melbourne achieved a perfect score of 100/100 for education, healthcare and infrastructure, along 

with impressive ratings for culture and environment (95.8/100) and stability (95/100). 

Yet, it is not just our exceptional lifestyle that sets Melbourne apart; it’s also the genuine warmth of 

our local residents. This is precisely why the company William Russell crowned Melbourne as the 

world's friendliest cityexternal link in 2022. 

Here are a few of Melbourne’s highlights. 

Affordable lifestyle 

Melbourne is more affordable than many other cities like Hong Kong, Singapore and Sydney. 

Visit our Money & tax section to compare the cost of living in Melbourne to other countries with 

detailed costs on clothing, education, transport, food, entertainment and more. 



 

World class education 

From kindergarten through to university, Melbourne is home to some of the region’s best 

educational institutions. 

In the latest QS Best Student Cities 2024external link, Melbourne ranked 4th in the world. The 

ranking considers the best places to live and study  based on a range of factors including affordability, 

desirability, and the opinions of current students. 

We have 10 world-class universities in our state and Melbourne has the only two Australian 

universities in the World's 50 top-rankingexternal link. 

Melbourne was given a perfect score for education from the Economist Intelligence Unit’s Global 

Liveability Survey 2021external link. 

Visit our Education & childcare section to find out more about our world class education. 

World leading healthcare 

Melburnians have a life expectancy that is amongst the highest in the world, buoyed by Australia’s 

world-renowned healthcare system, which includes high quality public and private hospitals, as well 

as community health services, ambulance and dental services. 

Two of Melbourne's hospitals, The Royal Melbourne Hospitalexternal link and Alfred Healthexternal 

link were included in Newsweek's top 50 hospitalsexternal link in the world. 

Visit our Health & wellbeing section to learn more about our world leading healthcare. 

 



Great weather 

Melbourne’s unique climate has something for everyone – summers that are warm, autumns that 

are moderate, winters that are cool, and springs that are sunny and bright. 

When you’re enjoying Melbourne’s great outdoors, you’ll also notice our clean air quality. We don’t 

suffer from high levels of air pollution that are common to other major cities around the world. 

Visit our Environment and weather section to learn more about Melbourne’s unique climate. 

Homes to suit all tastes 

No matter what your taste or budget is, Melbourne has the perfect home for you.  

If you love city living, why not live in one of our many inner city apartments? If you prefer more 

space and a quieter lifestyle, there are great suburbs within an easy commute of the city.  The choice 

is yours. 

Visit our Housing and property section to find out more about renting and buying a home in 

Melbourne.   

Discover more 

Of course, there’s so much more that life in Melbourne has to offer you and your family. 

Continue exploring this website to learn more. 

3. Ten Reasons To Love Melbourne Right 

Now 
It may not have the easy sex appeal of beachy, sunny Sydney, but Australia’s biggest city has charm in 

spades. It’s home to many of the country’s premier arts organizations, creative subcultures, laid-back 

people who appreciate a certain quality of life, and one of the world’s best restaurant scenes. (More 

about that in my next post.) 

Melbourne is a manageable size, with most of its attractions within an easy tram ride or walk within 

the central business district or in a few nearby suburbs (which would be called neighborhoods in 

most other cities—it’s that compact). While there’s not much of the exotic, there’s a pleasingly 

diverse population, and foreignness can be overrated: Sometimes it’s nice to go someplace where 

you speak the language (more or less), don’t worry constantly about being robbed and know you can 

eat salad and drink water.  (Disclosure: I spent a week in Melbourne as a guest of Tourism Victoria.) 

Here are ten things that make a visit more than worth the long flight. 

Trendy laneways and traditional arcades 

I didn’t get all the fuss about laneways and arcades—what we’d call alleys and shopping malls, and a 

big selling point for Melbourne—until I showed up for a tour with Hidden Secrets. For a big city, 

Melbourne does the small-scale remarkably well. There’s the underground (literally) Campbell 

Arcade with its zine shop and café that operates on the honor system; Centre Place with its sidewalk 

café scene that puts Paris to shame; the Royal Arcade with its grand old architecture (from 1869) and 

super-specialized boutiques (one sells only Russian babushka dolls); Degraves Street with its posh 



little shops (the all-things-Melbourne home wares shop Clementine's is a standout); and dozens 

more. 

 

Rooftop watering holes 

Melbourne’s generally low-slung skyline means rooftop bars aren’t vertigo-inducing, just closer to 

the sky. The bar atop the seven-story Curtin House is popular with tourists and locals, especially 

during the summer film series (through April 4). Others worth checking out: Siglo, atop the European 

café with its views of the grand architecture of Parliament House and St. Patrick’s Cathedral; and 

Bomba, where the rooftop bar is stocked with many vermouths to whet your appetite for the 

Spanish tapas in the restaurant downstairs. 

Social good dining 

Australia has its shares of big benefactors, but philanthropy is very much a grassroots, bottom-up 

phenomenon. A growing number of entrepreneurs have tapped into this, opening restaurants whose 

profits go to worthy causes. Shebeen’s owners modeled their venture after the street bars they 

encountered while volunteering in Africa—with an assist from some of the city’s old hospitality 

hands—and donate 100% of their profits to projects in the developing world. Proceeds at Feast of 

Merit go to YGAP, an Australian nonprofit that funds local social entrepreneurs to start projects in 

their own communities. And Charcoal Lane goes a step farther, not just supporting Aboriginal 

communities but employing and training Aboriginal and disadvantaged young people to prepare and 

serve meals made with native ingredients. 

Shopping in Fitzroy 

It’s the East Williamsburg of Melbourne. On weekends, the Rose Street Artists' Market is a showplace 

for the artisanal, Etsy set. The rest of the neighborhood is home to the city’s best indie designers, 

from the gender-transcending fashion of Et Al to the screen-printed T-shirts of Tomorrow Never 

Knows. 

 



Christine 

Talk about hidden gems. Christine Barro, a former accessories buyer at Georges (the Bergdorf’s of 

Melbourne, back in the day), opened this jewel box of a boutique in a basement—she didn’t want 

window shoppers—15 years ago. She caters to women of a certain age and certain tax bracket, not 

with labels but with outstanding craftsmanship and design. 

Physical culture 

Visiting Melbourne means serious eating and drinking, so it’s a good thing the city is blooming with 

Pilates studios, boxing gyms, yoga shalas, and CrossFit boxes. With no language barrier, it’s easy to 

drop in. One Hot Yoga & Pilates has an especially spa-like space and some top teachers (and the 

Pilates is merely warm, not Bikram-level hot). As for proper spas, Aurora in the Prince Hotel is a 

cocoon of luxury pampering, with its own product range and unusual treatments like the Kitya Karnu, 

a scrub, massage and mini facial done in a private steam room. 

A (state-sponsored) spirit of collaboration 

There’s a strong co-working spirit here, as seen in artist-run initiatives, the shared studios and 

showrooms for emerging artists in the Nicholas Building (downstairs from the rooftop bar at Curtin 

House), and quirky multi-hyphenate endeavors like Captains of Industry, where a hipster-rific café 

shares space with jewelry designers, a bespoke shoemaker and a barber. The city has historically 

supported creative entrepreneurs and microbusinesses in any little pocket of a laneway they can fit 

into—the popular Switchboard Café occupies a former switchboard under a flight of stairs and is so 

compact the baristas can’t quite stand up straight—designates certain laneways for street art (and 

keeps every other street pristine) and auditions buskers to make sure that only the best get permits 

to play. 

Mornington Peninsula, less than two hours away 

Make a day trip for beautiful eucalyptus forest, picturesque beaches dotted with colorful cabanas, 

wine tastings at vineyards, and various degrees of adrenaline, ranging from horseback winery tours 

to “tree surfing” (somewhere between empowering Outward Bound–style challenge course and self-

guided zip lining). Or just eat, sip and sit. Foxeys Hangout (named for a nearby tree where trappers 

used to display their wares) makes award-winning wines and a fine light lunch, and lets guests blend 

their own sparkling. 

There’s a guerrilla tree knitting initiative. 

Getting to Melbourne, frankly, is not easy. It takes time—about 15 hours from Los Angeles or 

SanFrancisco. But Qantas makes the journey as pleasant as possible, with lie-flat beds upstairs in its 

A380s, comfortable business class and better-than-endurable economy, with good food and ample 

entertainment choices. The snazzy new lounge in L.A. has the energy of a nightclub, along with very 

good food and drink. The first class lounge in Melbourne has a menu devised by Aussie star chef Neil 

Perry and dressed-up waiters who are quick to offer Bollinger with breakfast.  

4. A Guide to Public Transport in Melbourne 
There are so many great reasons to choose Melbourne as your international study destination, one 

of which is the amazing public transport network in the city. With a well-planned and efficient 

system, public transport in Melbourne is both easy and affordable. 



Figuring out how to get around in a new city can be challenging. To help you learn the ropes, we've 

put together this handy guide with everything you need to know about using public transport in 

Melbourne. 

 

Trams, buses and trains 

Trams, buses and trains are popular transit choices in Melbourne. With frequent services running 

across the city and surrounding suburbs, you’ll have no problem getting wherever you need to go. 

Trams 

Melbourne's trams aren't just an icon of this great city - they also play a vital role in the transport 

network. With 24 routes, Melbourne’s tram network is one of the biggest in the world. 

Plus, thanks to the Free Tram Zone, you can travel on trams within the city centre for free. If you're 

doing some sightseeing, the City Circle Tram offers a free hop-on-hop-off service that will take you on 

a guided tour around Melbourne’s biggest sights and attractions. 

Trams run every seven to 10 minutes during peak times and every 20-30 minutes during off-peak 

hours. 

Buses 

Melbourne also features a great bus network you can use to get around. You’ll find that buses are 

especially handy for getting to and around Melbourne's outer suburbs, where there are fewer trams. 

On busy routes and during peak hours, you can expect most buses to arrive every 10-15 minutes. On 

quieter routes or during off-peak times, buses will usually arrive every 20-30 minutes. 

 



Trains 

You’ll also have the option of using Melbourne’s great train network, which is run by Metro Trains. 

Trains are a great choice for longer trips between Melbourne and surrounding suburbs. 

Trains run from 5am to midnight every day, with services offered every four to five minutes during 

peak hours and every 20 minutes during off-peak times. 

Those hoping to travel from Melbourne to regional areas will benefit from the VLine, which connects 

passengers to areas such as Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong, Gippsland and Seymour. You can use your 

myki card on some lines but will need to purchase a paper ticket for certain destinations, such as 

Albury, Shepparton and Warrnambool. 

Night Network 

While regular train, bus and tram services end at midnight, you can get out and about all night long 

on Fridays and Saturdays thanks to the Night Network. 

The Night Network runs all-night services on select train, tram and bus lines throughout Melbourne. 

The Night Network even operates a night coach, which ferries people between Melbourne and other 

metropolitan hubs like Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong. 

Ticketing and transport passes 

The fares you'll pay on Melbourne's public transport depend on how far you’re travelling and your 

ticket type. The public transport network is separated into three zones: 

The Free Tram Zone 

Zone 1 

Zone 2 

If you're travelling to or within the outer suburbs , you may only need to pay the Zone 2 fare, while 

travelling in the city  or between zones means you'll pay for travel in both Zone 1 and 2. 

You can learn more about Zones via Public Transport Victoria (PTV) and discover which zone your 

nearest stop or station is in here. Simply navigate the page depending on your preferred method of 

transport, enter your stop and route details, and the system will generate the information you need, 

including your Zone number. 

To use public transport in Melbourne, you'll need a myki card. This can be used on all trains, trams 

and buses, as well as on some regional services. 

You can purchase a myki card from train stations, ticket machines and some convenience stores. 

Once you have your myki card, you'll be able to use this by tapping it to the readers on buses, trains 

and trams. 

It’s important to remember that travelling without a valid ticket or failing to touch on when you 

board can lead to serious fines, so make sure you follow the rules when using public transport in 

Melbourne. 

Carshares, taxis and rideshares 

For those times when you need a private vehicle, Melbourne also has plenty of car share, rideshare 

and taxi options. 



 

Car sharing 

Car sharing through companies like Flexicar, GoGet and Uber Carshare all the convenience of having 

your own car without the cost. It’s also better for the environment, as it reduces the number of 

private vehicles on the road. 

Once you've registered online with a car-sharing service, you can book a car online and collect it from 

a location near you. 

Rideshares 

Rideshare companies like Uber, Ola and Didi also operate in Melbourne, along with specialised 

rideshare operators, like Shebah, a women-only service. 

To book a rideshare, download your chosen rideshare app on your phone. You'll then be able to book 

yourself a ride whenever you need one. 

E-Scooters and E-Bikes 

There are also Lime and Neuron electric scooters and bikes available to rent across Melbourne. To 

ride one, you will need the corresponding app to unlock the scooter or bike. Your fare will be 

determined based on time; the app requires $1 to start the rideable device and then $0.45 per 

minute after that. You can also rent a scooter or bike for a 90-minute period, which will cost a flat 

rate of $15. 

These devices can only be ridden in certain areas of Melbourne and riders must follow all safety 

requirements, such as wearing a helmet. It’s also important to note that personal e-scooters are 

prohibited for public use in Melbourne. 

Learn more about the laws and regulations for e-scooters at VicRoads. 



You can also learn about e-bike hire on the City of Melbourne website. 

Taxis 

You can also easily get a taxi anywhere in Melbourne. In busy areas like the CBD, you can hail a taxi 

on the street or head to one of the many cab ranks. Alternatively, you can book a taxi online or by 

phone with any of the city's cab companies, such as: 

13 Cabs - 13 22 27 

Crown Cabs – 1300 12 13 14 

Silver Top Taxis – 13 10 08 

To find out more about transport in Melbourne, check out our guide to getting around. You can also 

learn more about public transport in Victoria via the PTV website. 

5. Top 10 Parks & Nature Attractions In 

Melbourne 
The capital of Victoria is the second-largest city in Australia. Renowned for high-end amenities, 

beautiful landmarks, artsy laneways, heritage buildings and cultural diversity, Melbourne has become 

an ideal tourist destination. 

The city also boasts an extensive network of lush green parks and natural wonders. From the world-

famous Royal Botanic Gardens to gorgeous neighbourhood parks with fun picnic areas, there is 

something for everyone to cherish: greenery, fresh air and natural beauty. That's one of the reasons 

why Melbourne is also known as 'the Garden City' of Victoria, with more than 3,500 hectares of 

parklands. 

So, here are Melbourne's top 10 parks & nature attractions that are worth exploring. Visit these 

places and come closer to the nature 

Let’s Get Started! 

Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria 

If you want to avoid the hustle-bustle of the CBD without going far from the city, then you must visit 

Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria. Nestled in the heart of Melbourne, this lush green and beautiful 

botanic garden is home to more than 10,000 plant species worldwide, gorgeous lawns and tranquil 

lakes. 

Take a nature walk to explore the beauty of more than 4,000 roses across 50 beds, creating an 

unforgettable moment for the entire family. You can also take the Aboriginal Heritage Walk to 

discover the art and culture of your indigenous people. 

Discover Serenity In Edinburgh Gardens 

These 140-year-old beautiful gardens are a perfect place to experience nature's symphony. 

Edinburgh Gardens is one of the largest parks in Yarra and is located in the centre of North Fitzroy. 

This 24-hectare stretched park has beautiful lawn areas, blooming garden beds, shady and greenery 

spaces, and specimen trees, making it an ideal spot for a family picnic. 



Tip: You can reach Edinburg Gardens via any public transport as it is located close to Rushall Station 

and Brunswick Street Trams. 

 

Connect With Nature At Dandenong Ranges National Park 

Do you want to take a tranquil forest walk? Or want to explore native animals? Look no further than 

Dandenong Ranges National Park. This is one of the best places to visit in Melbourne if you are a new 

resident. 

You can conquer the 1000 Steps walk, Melbourne's most famous bushwalk that takes you to discover 

Olinda Falls, and stunning views over the Yarra Valley. 

From mountain peaks to beaches and coasts, Sherbrooke Falls to bird watching, and beautiful lakes 

to urban parks, this place has everything for nature lovers. 

Nature’s Escape To Fitzroy Gardens 

Do not forget to visit the Melbourne's most iconic and historic gardens. Fitzroy Gardens is located in 

East Melbourne and boasts a classic Victorian-era design. You must plan your visit to this garden to 

explore tree-lined pathways, beds of blossom flowers, shrubs and much more. 

It is also home to heritage buildings and structures that capture your gaze with wonder. 

Enjoy A Picnic At Werribee Park 

It is a heritage-listed mansion that offers lush green formal gardens, tall trees, lakes and various 

picnic spots for families and kids. 

Do not forget the Victoria State Rose Garden whenever you visit the Werribee Park. This place is 

separated from the formal gardens of the mansion, where you can explore the beautiful and 

colourful roses from around the world. 

Tip: The ideal season to visit this place is October to April. 

 



Discover Urban Oases At Queens Park 

Located in Moonee Ponds, a renowned northern suburb of Melbourne, Queens Park is a small yet 

lush green park where you can enjoy beautiful scenic views and green spaces. The park is home to a 

huge network of botanic collections, ranging from: 

Hoop Pines 

Bunya Pines 

Moreton Bay Figs 

This place also boasts a Cycad collection, seasonal and annual displays, indigenous gardens and 

Asian-styled gardens that you should explore with your kids. 

Bird Spotting At Jawbone Flora And Fauna Reserve 

Do you like bird watching along with nature’s retreat? Jawbone Flora and Fauna Reserve is an ideal 

tourist place for you. It is home to stretched wetlands, open parklands, and a mangrove conservation 

spot- letting you host various fun and memorable recreational opportunities. 

Carlton Gardens 

Believe it or not! Carlton Gardens is one of the most beautiful places to explore if you are a true 

nature enthusiast. It is a place where you will discover the heritage-listed Royal Exhibition Building 

and the Melbourne Museum. To breathe fresh air or appreciate nature's beauty, you must visit the 

Carlton Gardens. 

Go For A Stroll At Currawong Bush Park 

Stretched about 59 acres, Currawong Bush Park is an ideal place for artists, landscapers and 

sculptors. This beautifully crafted park is home to long-bushed trees, blooming flowers, native birds 

and Koalas. 

Explore The Beauty Of Yarra Bend Park 

Located 4 km Northeast of Kew, a cultural-rich suburb of Melbourne, Yarra Bend is renowned as one 

of the city's beautiful parks. 

It offers spacious bushlands, open woodlands, beautiful rivers, golf courses and playing fields. You 

can discover the scenic paths on your cycle and breathe in fresh air. 

Bond Cleaning In Melbourne: Credible Cleaning Professionals 

After exploring these natural wonders, you don't want to return to a dirt-laden home. If you want to 

maintain the cleanliness of your abode, hire professional cleaners. You can search for a reliable 

company that specialises in the budget end of lease cleaning Melbourne, carpet cleaning, house 

cleaning and other cleaning services. So, let the professionals take care of your house cleaning needs 

while you tour Melbourne's beautiful and lush-green nature attractions. 

You must explore these 10 beautiful parks and nature attractions in Melbourne, Victoria, with your 

kids and find peace in the heart of green and nature-driven oases. 

 



6. How to spend 24 hours in Melbourne 

 
From sun-up to sundown, there’s always something special on the horizon in Melbourne. Here’s the 

ultimate 24-hour itinerary to get the most out of a day in the city 

6am: start at the market 

Start your day at Queen Vic Market, and join early-rising food-lovers seeking the best local produce. 

To fuel your market meander, grab a flaky croissant from Andrew’s Bread Shop. Add a fresh piece of 

fruit from the Fontana Brothers. 

7am: find early morning coffee 

It’s time for some caffeine, and you’re in the right place for Market Espresso or Market Lane. Or take 

a comfortable morning stroll to early-openers Vacation Cafe, Her and Bobby's Coffee. 

8am: wander beautiful gardens 

Take your traveller for a leafy walk. Follow tree-lined avenues in World Heritage-listed Carlton 

Gardens. Or go for a wander through Flagstaff Gardens. It was established in the 1860s on 

Melbourne’s highest point. 

10am: have an iconic Melbourne brunch 

That rumbling’s not a tram, it’s your tummy saying it’s brunch time. Check out what’s hot at 

Melbourne’s newbies. Maybe Asian fusion at Budapest Cafe, or a toasted panini at Queensmith 

Baretto. To stick with the classics, drop into an iconic laneway cafe like Journal, Quarter or Vertue. 



You’ll need to join the queue to feast on yuzu-filled croffles at Bakemono or legendary croissants at 

Lune and Blackstar Pastry. 

11am: find free art and outdoor experiences 

For a spot of culture, explore the history of film at ACMI. Enjoy free entry to the Story of the Moving 

Image. Head to the Royal Botanic Gardens to punt on the lake or take a free guided walk. 

12pm: book a long lunch or try a cheap eats food crawl 

Settle in for a midday banquet at a signature Melbourne restaurant. Try hawker-style dining at Chin 

Chin or timeless Italian at Grossi Florentino. Choose from pan-Euro favourites at The European. For 

cheaper but tasty eats, fill up on noodles at Udon Yasan, sushi train fun at Sushi Hotaru or a $5 slice 

at laneway fave Pizza Pizza Pizza. 

3pm: check into one of Melbourne's best new hotels 

Check in to your swish new digs for the night. Style has plenty of bling at W Melbourne, and 

Chocolate Hour’s a don’t-miss treat at Mövenpick on Spencer. You’ll find all the latest openings in our 

best new hotels article. 

4pm: explore hidden laneways and city secrets 

Grab some me-time, and relax into pre-dinner pampering at Pala Salon. Or go for an off-grid shop in 

a tucked-away arcade. In the Nicholas Building, find vintage threads at RetroStar and archival fashion 

labels at Reina. Ride the lift at Curtin House to browse books at Metropolis, cult outfits at dot 

Comme and streetwear at PAM. Track down the best hidden spots on the self-guided iconic laneways 

and arcades walking tour or see the city's hidden treasures and archives when you book a free visit 

to Melbourne's Art and Heritage Collection (from 14 May). 

5pm: find happy hour deals and rooftop bars 

At happy hour, go luxe with oysters and champagne at Chancery Lane. Or view Melbourne from 

above on a tour of the city’s rooftop bars. Start on the seventh floor at the open-air bar at Curtin 

House. Discover a greenhouse oasis on Farmer’s Daughters’ rooftop, and a hidden laneway bar 

topping Sojourn. 

7pm: eat at the best new restaurants 

Melbourne’s dinner menu is dazzling, so narrow the field by trying somewhere new. Lush diner 

Victoria offers sparkling views and a beautifully curated menu. Garden State’s Tippy-Tay for classical 

Italian perhaps, or charcoal-grilled Japanese at Yakimono. Then add Serai to your list too. 

8pm: take a date to ice-skate or seek out free festivals 

Rug up and embrace the chill with a lap around the ice rink. Whether you’re an expert or beginner, 

strap on your skates for a night of fun at O’Brien Icehouse. Sessions run until 11pm on Friday and 

Saturday nights. If you're low on cash, see what free festivals might tickle your fancy. 

10pm: have a late-night pool comp 

Grab your crew and head up to one of Melbourne's many hidden pool lounges. Neon-lit ICue lounge 

at QV stays open until 2am and Chinatown's Room 8 is open until 3am on Friday and Saturday nights. 

More billiards fun awaits at underground spot Pulo, a subterranean spot for pool, darts and more. 



 

12am: take an old-school portrait in a retro photo booth 

Near the corner of Flinders and Elizabeth Streets is a 24-hour photo booth hailing from the good old 

days before the world went digital. Pop in a coin, step inside, take a seat and wait for the cue before 

you strike a pose. It'll spit out the perfect keepsake of your night in Melbourne to treasure forever. 

Where to party until 3am 

Keep the party going with luxury surround-sound karaoke at Ocean 12. On Fridays and Saturdays, 

play after-hours arcade games at B Lucky. Give shuffleboard a try at Ballers Clubhouse, or roll the dice 

with board games at Fortress. Any night of the week, bliss out to sounds from the curated vinyl 

playlist at Her Music Room. 

Where to eat until 3am 

When you get the post-midnight munchies, leave room for fromage and frites at Bar Margaux. 

They're open until 1am. Snack on oysters and caviar at glamorous Gimlet. The kitchen closes at 

11.30pm. but the doors stay open until 1am Friday and Saturday. Or dig into spicy skewers as you 

swing on unique bench chairs at Panda BBQ, open until 3am! 

Bring it home to the hotel 

Is that really the time? Make your way back to your hotel to beat the dawn. Treat yourself to the 

penthouse suite at boutique hotel Laneways by Ovolo and have a soak in the private jacuzzi. At Hotel 

NO your Airstream-with-benefits comes with a private spa overlooking Flinders Lane. Or make a 

splash and see the sun rise from W Melbourne’s decadent pool, open to guests 24/7. 

 



7. Conclusion 
From iconic landmarks and artistic laneways to luxurious amenities and historic buildings, Melbourne 

offers a unique blend of culture and modernity. Whether you're planning a short trip or an extended 

stay, this guide will help you experience the best of Melbourne. 
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